
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a senior hadoop. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for senior hadoop

Collaborate with the Architect Leader, and develop plans for building
application solutions and environments that address the company's business
and technological strategies
Participate as a team leader on projects, which includes training, coaching,
and sharing technical knowledge with less experienced staff
Practicing Agile Software Development methodology using the Scrum
framework
Act as the lead technical resource responsible for directing the overall
technical progress of projects or application initiatives targeting the Hadoop
platform
Communicate progress across organizations and levels from individual
contributor to senior executive
Be part of CMO driven development projects and ensure the designing,
building, installing, configuring and supporting of Hadoop installations
Designing and implementing data interfaces to streaming and CEP
applications
Translate complex functional and technical requirements into detailed design
by ensuring security and data privacy aspects
Close collaboration with architects, developers, product owners and other
stakeholders to enable modern application development (enable continuous
integration and deployment, DevOps)
Understanding the competitive environment the Business operates in and
knowing what delivers advantage from a digital business perspective
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Have a BS/MS/PhD in Computer Science or related field
Knowledge/working experience on different Hadoop & MapReduce
framework like Cascading
Experience with enhancing and maintaining mission-critical software in a fast-
paced environment is a plus
Experience with various input/output file formats, Parquet
As a Senior Developer you will be working with a wide range of technologies
A genuine passion and interest in technology and software development with
a thorough knowledge of all aspects of software development, best
practices, and new technologies with the drive to stay informed on upcoming
trends


